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 Repositories?
 Problems with Repositories..

bulging size
corrupted metadata
uber-slow downloads (remote 
repositories)

access control



  

 

The solution???



  

Use a Repository 
Manager!



  

Archiva is a build artifact 
repository manager which has the 
capabilities of hosting and serving 
an artifact repository. It supports 

Maven 1 and 2 repositories.



  

 Archiva has...
a repository purge feature
a utility for fixing metadata and 
checksums

 the ability to serve as a local 
proxy cache for remote 
repositories

a role-based security system
 .. and more 



  

 Repository configuration
 Managed versus Remote repositories

 Creating and configuring a managed 
repository



  



  

 Repository configuration
Managed versus Remote 
repositories

 Creating and configuring a remote 
repository



  



  

 Repository Configuration
Configuring a proxy cache

 proxy connectors
 policies for releases, snapshots, 
checksums, failures

 black lists and white lists



  



  

 Hooking up Maven with Archiva
 as a download repository

 locking down the repository...
<settings>

  <mirrors>

    <mirror>

      <id>internal</id>        

      
<url>http://repo.example.com/archiva/repository/internal</url>

      <mirrorOf>*</mirrorOf>

    <mirror>

  </mirrors>

</settings>



  

 configuring as an additional download 
repository:

<settings>

  ...

  <profiles>

    <profile>

      <id>default</id>

      <repositories>

        <repository>

          <id>internal</id>

          
<url>http://repo.example.com/archiva/repository/internal</url>

        </repository>

      </repositories>

    </profile>

  </profiles>

</settings>



  

 Hooking up Maven with Archiva
 Archiva as a deployment repository

<distributionManagement>

  <repository>

    <id>archiva.internal</id>

    <name>Internal Release Repository</name>

    
<url>http://repo.example.com/archiva/repository/internal.releases/</url>

  </repository>

  <snapshotRepository>

    <id>archiva.snapshots</id>

    <name>Internal Snapshot Repository</name>       

    
<url>http://repo.example.com/archiva/repository/internal.snapshots/</url
>

  </snapshotRepository>

</distributionManagement>



  

 Grouping your repositories...
What are virtual repositories or 
repository groups?

When to use them? 



  

A settings.xml without 
virtual repositories...



  

A settings.xml with 
virtual repositories configured...



  

 Grouping your repositories...



  

 Grouping your repositories...
Only supports read operations 
Configuring in settings.xml

 Same configuration as with a 
regular repository



  

 Other Archiva add-ons:
 Search/Find/Browse



  



  

 Other Archiva add-ons:
Reports

 Repository Statistics
 Repository Health
 RSS feeds (new artifacts in the 
repository, new versions of an 
artifact)



  

 Repository Statistics



  

 Repository Health Report



  

 Security
Security at the repository 
level

Plans to move to resource 
level security



  

 Security
Access control

Repository Manager
Repository Observer
The guest account
The admin account



  

Security
 Configuring in settings.xml

<settings>

  <servers>

    <server>

      <id>internal</id>        

      <username>ARCHIVA.USERNAME</username>

      <password>ARCHIVA.PASSWORD</password>

    <server>

  </servers>

</settings>

 The server <id> must match the <id> of the 
mirror or repository configured in settings.xml 
OR pom.xml



  

 Security
Security in virtual repositories

User would only be able to get 
artifacts from the repositories 
(under the group) he/she has 
the permission to access

Same <server> configuration 
with a regular repository



  

 Maintenance
 deleting artifacts in the repository

 directly via filesystem
 via webapp



  

 Maintenance (background 
tasks)
repository scanning
database scanning



  

 Maintenance
repository purging

by retention count
by artifact age
delete released snapshots
how it works 



  

 Maintenance
fixing metadata and 
checksums

metadata-update consumer
create-missing-checksums 
consumer

how they work 



  

 Maintenance
cleaning up the index and 
database

the cleanup consumers
how it works 



  

A quick look at

 Archiva...



  

 Status of the community...
newly released 1.2! (March 
26, 2009)

15 committers (6 active)
lots of contributors



  

... And we're writing a best 
practices book on Maven, Archiva 

and Continuum!



  

 Site: http://archiva.apache.org
 Wiki: 

http://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/displ
ay/ARCHIVA

 Mailing Lists:
 Devs: dev@archiva.apache.org
 Users: users@archiva.apache.org

 IRC: irc.codehaus.org#archiva
 Twitter: @archiva



  

Questions???



  

Thank You...



  


